Ease Into Your Journey

Valet® Signature Seating
Traveling Just Got Easier

Life awaits you. Whether it’s a trip to visit family or to the grocery store, your vehicle takes you there. But when getting in and out of that vehicle becomes a challenge, Bruno’s Valet Signature Seating makes it effortless.

Bruno’s Valet, Valet Plus and Valet Limited help you get in and out of higher vehicles with ease. A push of a button rotates the seat, extends it outside the vehicle and lowers it to your desired height. And the Valet LV offers a solution for sedans.


Bruno’s Valet Signature Seating is a turn for the better.
Valet® Signature Seating

FULLY POWERED — Seat power rotates, extends outside of vehicle, moves up/down to do the work of getting in and out of your vehicle for you (Valet LV for sedans power rotates only).

PERSONALIZED — Bruno certified dealer preprograms seat movement to your exact needs. You benefit from one-button simplicity.

SAFE — Rigorous independent testing. Meets or exceeds applicable Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS); manual back up system.

PORTABLE — Your original seat is never altered, and can be easily reinstalled for resale. Re-install your Bruno turning seat in your next applicable vehicle.*

DEPENDABLE — 3-year warranty

*See Bruno dealer for details.
Compatible with a wide variety of auto manufacturers and brands, the Valet Plus is the most popular of the Valet Signature Seating line. Available for driver and passenger side, first- and second-row, the adaptable Valet Plus offers a solution for almost everyone. Its 370 lb/168 kgs. capacity blends heavy-duty power with soft comfort.

Because it’s child seat compliant, kids can safely travel in the Valet Plus, too. Options for people with special needs include posture vests and padded hip positioning belts. Don’t forget the heated seat option!

“We appreciate the ease to get our daughter in and out using the Valet Plus versus the heavy lifting and twisting we went through with other vehicles.” — Matt R. Ontario
VALET® LIMITED — Exclusive functionality.

The most exclusive of the Valet Signature Seating line, the Valet Limited offers the most extensive power features and sleekest design. As it smoothly rotates through the door, it automatically reclines to give you maximum head clearance. Passengers enjoy both style and comfort with the Valet Limited.

VALET® — The original.

Bruno introduced turning car seats in the U.S. in 2000 with the Valet and continues to be the market leader today. The economical Valet offers a reliable solution to easily get in and out of higher vehicles. Available for both driver and passenger side, first or second row, the Valet offers comfortable, dependable performance every time you travel.

VALET® LV — Slide into a sedan.

Designed for sedans, the Valet LV power rotates over the door sill. A manual “seat slider” then extends you beyond the door frame to easily transfer without the twisting motion. Available for the driver or front-row passenger, the Valet LV takes the effort out of getting in and out of your sedan.

Bruno Valet Signatures Seating are available in a broad range of colors, and in two upholstery options — Ultraleather™ Plus and Metro Tech fabric.
Valet® Signature Seating | Comfort Seat

- **ATTRACTIVE** — High-end aesthetics that match or surpass original seat.
- **COMFORTABLE** — Micro-foam under upholstery for long-lasting soft support.
- **DURABLE** — Scratch, blemish resistant fabrics easy to clean, disinfect. Kid and pet friendly.
- **FLEXIBLE** — Ultraleather Plus and Metro Tech fabrics offered in many colors.
- **DETAIL-MINDED** — Controls temperature for skin protection; earth-friendly Greenguard certified, recline levers on both sides; matching armrest options.
Innovative solutions for your indoor and outdoor lifestyle

Indoor/Outdoor Stairlifts  Vertical Platform Lifts  Scooter/Wheelchair Lifts  Valet® Signature Seating

About Bruno
Bruno Independent Living Aids has helped improve the lives of people with limited mobility for over 30 years. Engineered and manufactured in the USA, Bruno stairlifts and vertical platform lifts help people better access homes, public buildings and businesses, and Bruno’s full line of scooter/wheelchair lifts help people easily transport their mobility devices. In addition, Bruno’s Valet Signature Seating is the world leader in revolutionary turning automotive seats to assist people in getting in and out of their vehicles more easily. A family-owned business, Bruno takes pride in their unwavering focus on quality and safety and their position as industry innovation leader.

Proudly made in the U.S.A.

Bruno Independent Living Aids, Inc.
1780 Executive Drive, Oconomowoc, WI  53066
www.bruno.com
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